Met the King and the Queen and a company of men	The
A-walking behind and a-riding before.	essence
A stark-naked drummer came walking along	of poetry
With his hands in his bosom a-beating his drum.
Sat down on a hot and cold frozen stone, Ten thousand stood round me yet I was alone. Took my heart in my hand to keep my head warm. Ten thousand got drowned that never were born.
'I do not understand the strange ballad you sent me,' .wrote Dorothy, 1 get the sense of something very old, of which the story has been lost and haunting beauty alone remains. Much of it must be lost? Do you know anything of its origin?'
No, I have asked my musical friends but no explanation of the strange words has been forthcoming, nor could Yeats throw any light on them. I sent a copy of the song to Mase-field, who replied: 'Many thanks for the song. The tune is a fine late Tudor tiling. The words seem to be seventeenth century, with much later degradation, Please let me keep the page for a while, I will try to find an earlier version, in the meantime by all means let us think it is magic, not nonsense.'
In talking of poetry Yeats said the upholders of free verse claimed that its form was, without restriction, accommodated to the matter. He took the opposite view: the essence of poetry is the outpouring of the personal into a static form (this he compared with the metaphysical antimony of the individual and the infinite—the many and the one) although the form could of course be changed and adapted. 1 am a traditionalist.' He cited Byron's 'So mil go no more a roving' where he relates his personal feelings, not only to traditional words, and metre, but on' to an old quotation, and thus gives it 'far more melancholy1. Here lay the difference between his own early and later poetry—in his later he had a philosophy. Not that he writes philosophical poetry, (I do not write about ideas, I try to write about my emotions. But 251

